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This is art by Justinus Kerner
He was a doctor and poet who transformed the accidental smudges he

made in letters to friends by doodling them into diabolical shapes. He later
made these deliberately, folding the paper to create symmetrical forms,
which he elaborated into a bestiary of grotesque ‘creatures of chance’. In
1857 he published a book of these Klecksographien (from Klecks, meaning

smudges or blots), which he matched with verses on the theme. 

What do you notice? 
What do you like? 

What does it make you wonder?
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Justinus Kerner
Klecksographie 1890
Ink on paper
Courtesy Universitat Bibliothek Heidelberg



Can you think of some reasons?

. 

 WHY IS  HAV ING IMAGINAT ION

IMPORTANT ?

Using inks as a prompt for
imagination is fun place to start. 

USING IMAGINAT ION

Ink
Markmaking tools

Card for painting your
final piece on after
planning your drawing.

In this weeks envelope you
should find:

    *Cocktail stick
    *Straw
    * Cotton bud

CHECK OUT THE

RESOURCES BOX

Exploring the Rainbow

 Can you explore the ink with the
tools. There are lots of different
marks we can make. You can
experiment here.......

EXPER IMENT WITH THE

D IFFERENT

MARKMAKING TOOLS

You are going to need :
Somewhere to draw.
some plain scrap paper.
Imagination.

PREPARE IN  ADVANCE
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Now pick your favourite one. What do you like about it?

EXPLORATION  SHEET.

What could you turn these blots into?

Artists and designers use imagination. What kind of jobs use imagination?



Will your paper be portrait          or landscape?

What are your favourite marks? can you use them?

ART can be to express our feelings. 
What is your earliest memory from childhood? Can you draw it
from imagination? Will you use any images from real life,
sketching or images found in through research. Think about your
senses and try to reflect them in your art. Choose any markmaking
materials that you prefer.

'Rough out' your drawing here. . . . . 

. . . .  just a rough sketch, just to get your 
ideas out of your head and on paper.



Can you think of a way to include features of
all of them in one new hybrid creature?
Remember to share your work to . . .

TSSYoung Artists

Think of your 5 favourite creatures.

WILD
IMAGINATION!!


